[New aspects in pain research at Bayer].
Considerable advances in the fields of molecular biology and pain research during the last decade has led to the identification of a wide range of pharmacological targets for new analgesics. Genes of interesting targets may be regulated either upwards or downwards under pathophysiological, i. e. inflammatory or neuropathic pain conditions. Targets exclusively expressed in terms of tissues relevant for pain transmission, are potential promising candidates for the generation of analgesics devoid of serious side-effects. Especially those targets that are expected to be essential for the development and maintenance of a number of pains offer the opportunity to define courses of treatment for patients with a variety of different symptoms and causes. Modern drug-development is based on the identification of compounds directed against these specific targets. In a high throughput screening procedure, all substances of our drug library (about 1 million) are examined for their effects on this specific molecular mechanism. Predicted pain-relieving effects are then identified by a screening cascade where selected drugs are tested for their activity in in-vitro assays on isolated neurons, tissues or recombinant cell lines. The final validation of a drugs' antihyperalgetic or antiallodynic properties is carried out in the relevant animal models of chronic pain, which mirror the clinical situation as much as possible. Compounds being more efficient or having an improved side effect profile in these models than medications currently available (and which are toxicologically harmless) are interesting candidates for clinical development.